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The Triumph of Law

government-sanctioned segregation; it has invad‐

Few aspects of contemporary U.S. social, cul‐

ed and defended our bodies, minds, and souls. So,

tural, political, or biological existence escape the
grasp of law. Indeed, a historian of the early Re‐
public once remarked that the United States is it‐
self a product of the "triumph of legal dis‐
course."[1] Consider a few dramatic changes: dur‐

if the twentieth century witnessed a "triumph of
law," as the editors of Looking Back at Law's Cen‐
tury argue in their introduction to this important
new collection of essays, which law triumphed
and who lost?

ing the twentieth century, the number of lawyers

It will be no surprise to most readers that, for

rose from 109,000 to 1 million (p. 306). This in‐

the most part, the growth in the size and influ‐

crease represents a doubling of the number of

ence of the legal profession has benefited their

lawyers per capita. Furthermore, much of this in‐

largest and wealthiest clients. From international

crease came after the 1960s. In 1995, there was

relations to criminal trials, corporate interests

one lawyer for every 307 people in the United

have a distinct advantage. Foreign policy posts are

States, up from 1:627 in 1960 (p. 5). Furthermore,

typically held by elite lawyers on leave from cor‐

the influence of the law and of lawyers is even

porate firms who often make human rights issues

greater than their numbers. Since its inception,

merely one consideration among many in negoti‐

two-thirds of the seats in the Senate and half of

ations centered on trade. In addition, as the aver‐

those in the House of Representatives have been

age hourly rate for lawyers was $180 in 1998 (and

filled by lawyers (p. 306). However, the collection

$250 for partners in large firms), a criminal trial

makes clear that "the law" has been both a shield

has become a luxury that only white-collar and

and a weapon that rarely serves one objective: it

top-echelon drug dealers can afford. In contrast,

has defended corporate autonomy and arranged

as legal historian Jonathan Simon argues, crimi‐

for increased protections for workers and con‐

nal defense for the poor is little more than a "plea

sumers; it has defended and sought to dismantle

bargaining bazaar carried on in the shabbiest of
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public buildings" (p. 300). The U.S. prison popula‐

ward larger, more specialized corporate law

tion has risen to globally and historically signifi‐

firms, the personal-injury lawyer remains one of

cant levels. Simon provocatively argues that "law

the few areas open to small firms made up of peo‐

in the contemporary United States is shaped by a

ple trained at lower-profile institutions (p. 316).

suburban middle class that views the cities as

These claims for financial and legal redress

sources of contagion and danger and the young

have become important markers of the symbolic

inhabitants of those central cities as presumptive‐

transformation of citizenship in the twentieth

ly dangerous" (p. 123). Legal scholar Kendall

century. The lawsuit, Guyora Binder argues in the

Thomas points out that this has had the effect of

collection, is a central paradigm for the way we

undermining the Fifteenth Amendment. If projec‐

speak about our place in society: "To claim is of‐

tions hold true, 40 percent of the next generation

ten to advert to a right, but it involves a different

of African American men will lose the right to

relationship between personality and right than

vote (p. 96). In an article that rejects the overem‐

that contemplated by classical liberalism. To claim

phasis on moral notions of racial justice (and in

is not to act securely within a sphere of autonomy

favor of a political conception), Thomas urges us

defined by rights, but to assert a right to redress.

to see that the broad use of felony disenfranchise‐

To claim is to project one's personality outward

ment blocks "increasing numbers of African

into an inherently unpredictable public space of

Americans from access to a political institution

controversy." This transformation of "rights" into

that has been crucial in creating and sustaining

"right to redress" can be seen beyond the court‐

black civic activism and consciousness" (p. 97).

room in arenas as disparate as a press conference,

While this notion of "winners and losers" is

talk show, consumer complaint, or letter[s]-to-the-

provocative and enlightening, Looking Back at

editor (p. 159).

Law's Century makes an important contribution

This transformation of "rights" signals that

to those areas of twentieth-century law that are

the "dual role" of law that the editors present in

less clear-cut than is implied in its assertion of

the introduction may become less significant in

"the triumph of law." Some of the exceptions to

the twenty-first century. Law, they argue at the

this triumph are well-known to most students of

outset, "has been shaped most profoundly, and in

American studies: the judicial victories of the civil

turn has helped structure, two powerful 'extrale‐

rights and prisoner's rights movement or the hu‐

gal' developments--the halting rise of more exten‐

man rights work of Amnesty International, Hu‐

sive, competitive, and inclusive democratic politi‐

man Rights Watch, and the United Nations. Per‐

cal processes, and the construction of more pro‐

haps the most important exception to the triumph

ductive and competitive capitalist economies" (p.

of corporate law is in the area of class action or

8). As the "handmaiden of capitalism" the law and

aggregate lawsuits--those high-profile, large-figure

the courts "constructed and legitimated markets"

liability cases brought against asbestos, energy,

by structuring tax, trade, and environmental rules

and tobacco companies in the last thirty years. In

to benefit the narrow economic interests of the

a dramatic contrast, the plaintiff lost in the only

corporate elite. In contrast, state and federal

suit brought against the owners of the Triangle

courts have been a great resource to those who

Shirtwaist factory after the 1911 fire. Though the

seek to protect and promote broad rights for the

ambulance-chasing personal-injury attorney is by

less powerful. Martha Minow's essay on the histo‐

now a standard joke on late night television, this

ry of international human rights law shows how

collection reminds us that tort claims were a re‐

this function of law entered the international are‐

sponse to "the enormous carnage caused by in‐

na, first in the wake of World War II and more re‐

dustrial technology." As the profession moves to‐
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cently with the International Criminal Tribunals
for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia (pp. 68-69).
However, even as it appears that the law will con‐
tinue to have a dual role, the essays in the collec‐
tion offer scant evidence that U.S. laws and legal
processes will serve as the conduit for "inclusive
democratic political processes." Even Minow con‐
cedes that "it may be more apt to suggest that the
age of human rights rhetoric is upon us, challeng‐
ing people to realize or else ignore the rhetoric"
(p. 58).
Rather than an historical survey Looking
Back on Law's Century is a series of provocative
arguments about the ways that the law shaped
and responded to areas of U.S. and international
society--for better and worse--during the twenti‐
eth century. The contributors will be familiar to
readers of Law and Society Review, the Yale Jour‐
nal of Law and Humanities, or the growing body
of work in the areas of interdisciplinary legal
studies. Like these works, Law's Century aggres‐
sively crosses disciplinary boundaries between
rhetoric, anthropology, history, and political sci‐
ence, enlivening and deepening debates about cit‐
izenship, human rights, racial and gender injus‐
tice, and the United States in a transnational con‐
text.
Note
[1]. Christopher L. Tomlins, Law, Labor, and
Ideology in the Early American Republic (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1993).
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